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The primary objective of this project is to determine optimum techniques
for training and consulting with potential users of Landsat digital technology.
The four specific goals stated in the project proposal have been addressed dur-
ing the first six months of operation. Activities directed toward these .goals
are discussed individually in this report and documented results are included
as Appendices.

DEVELOPING CURRICULA

Remote sening curricula are being developed to assist in the training of
potential users of Iandsat Data. Training modules are being prepared which
may bo ucod by an individual in a self-paced learning environment, or given
to a group in a classroom. These will include a text and an accompanying set
of 35mm slides.

The first module addressing the use of computer systems to process Land-
sat data is 85 completed. It is composed of a lecture presentation covering
statistical methods for clustering and for maximum likelihood classification
and a laboratory exercise using a mini.-computer system(Appendix 1).

A second module describing techniques for evaluating the accuracy of Land-
sat classifications using cluster sampling and aerial photography is 30% com-
pleted. Several formative discussions have taken place with Don Card(NASA
Ames) to define this module. An evaluation of a Landsat classification has
been completed. The instructional text needs to be written and integrated in-
to the example evaluation.

Sampling theory for natural resources inventory is being assembled into
another module and is now 10% complete. Discussions with Don Card(NASA Ames)
have revealed significant instructional barriers which must be addressed be-
fore completion. For exa;nple, how to teach sufficient statistical theory to
enable students to understand complex multi-stage sampling schemes and not
overwhelm them with information? We will continue to address these difficul-
ties and to develop this module with Don Card's guidance.
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LANDSAT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

A final version of the technical plan and detailed task plan have been
completed after review and discussion with the US Forest Service and NASA
(Appendix 2). The task plan indicates goals completed as well as target dates
for the future, The work is on schedule. The 1978 Iandsat data has now been
registered to USGS base maps to within 1.2 pixels (rms error). One hundred
and forty training areas and the Ranger District boundaries have been digiti-
zed. Work is now underway to define a final statistics file for the 1978
data on 9 Compartments of the Ranger District.

Much of the digital analysis has been accomplished at the District Office
in McCloud, California using a portable terminal to connect to computer systems
at Ames. This "on-site". training has been key to the technology transfer
process. Alice Forbes (Forest Technician assigned to the project) has been
involved in every stage of digital analysis.

DEVEIOPING TECHNICAL SCHEDULES AND CONSUMING TECHNIQUES

The task plan for the Iandsat Demonstration Project with the US. Forest
Service (Appendix 2, p.. 10) represents a synthesis of our experiences and frus-
trations encountered in keeping to a work schedule. The plan represents our
estimate of a realistic schedule and set of goals for a one-year Landsat , Dem-
onstration Project. A brief final report will be prepared on sclieduling,.in-
corporating our experience as we complete our current demonstration.

Two information needs have been identified for consulting with potential
users of Landsat digital data. The cost of using Landsat is always a concern
to people unfamiliar with the system. To assist us in answering this question
we have prepared a comprehensive cost summary of the US Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice Iandsat Demonstration Project (completed under a previous grant, NSG-2244).
Total cost of this detailed project was 21 cents per acre (Appendix 3).

The accuracy of a Iandsat classification must also be determined to al-
low potential users to evaluate the effectiveness of Iandsat-based inventories.
Aerial photography was used, within a cluster sampling scheme, to evaluate the
accuracy of the US Fish and Wildlife Service landeat classification of vegeta-
tion cover, completed under NSG-2244. The classification was found to be 91%
accurate (Appendix 4). These and other informational needs and consulting
techniques will be incorporated into a final statement of our consulting
philosophy.

x

	

	 Results of the cost analysis and accuracy evaluation will be documented
in a paper accepted for publication in the proceedings of a sysmposium at
the University of Idaho, "Remote Sensing of Natural Resources," September

V ?

	

	 10-14, 1979. The paper is titled :"Watershed Condition Mapping of the Hoops
Indian Reservation Utilizing Landsat Digital Data."
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We have begun working with Professor Joseph Leeper, Geography, Humboldt
State University", to train him for his arbatical leave with NASA Ames Research
Center. Professor Leeper plans to eompleLe a Landsat classification at Hum-
boldt using the phone line connection to the computer systems at Ames. A
landsat data window has been defined and training areas are being selected for
a landsat classification of small urban areas. The direct experience gained
working with Professor Leeper will assist us in understanding the needs of
potential users of hyndsat in several disciplines.

SUPPORT THE STATE-WIDE LANDSAT FORESTRY RESOURCE
ASSESSMENT IN NORTHERN CAI,3 ORNIA

• A portion of a one-week California Department of Forestry training Course
was developed, documented, and presented by personnel from this grant. The
Course was given by NASA Ames, at Moffett Field, October 2-6 1 1978. We pre-
sented similiar materials at a US Forest Service Training Workshop held at
Ames from January 29 - February 2, 1979. Working closely with NASA training
contractors and government personnel, we were able to integrate lecture material
and a lab exercise on computer analysis into comprehensive workshops cover-
ing many aspects of remote sensing applications. Several examples of the ma-
terials used in these courses are included in Appendix 1.

In order for us to more effectively address the inventory needs in Nor-
thern California, we have begun to establish landsat computer analysis capa-
bility at Humboldt State. An initial assessment of the computer processing
environment at Humboldt indicates that the transfer of NASA software to Hum-
boldt'a mini-computer system is the most feasible alternative at this point.
We will continue to work closely with NASA Ames Research Center to achieve
this goal.
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APPENDIX 1

IANDSAT DIGITAL ANALYSIS MODULE

Summary of Content .................................... 1.1

Outline of Subject Matter ............................. 1,2

Detailed Lecture Outline	 1.3 - 6

Illustrations

Landsat histograms ............................... 1.7

Two Channel Map .................................. 1.8

Spectral Locations ............................... 1.9

Lecture Outline on Computer Systems ................... 1.10 - 11

Laboratory Exercise Outline ........................... 1.12 - 17
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f^	 DIGITAL ANALYSIS TRAIMNG MODULE
s	 ^f

a	 SUMMARY
F	 ^^

• LECTURE	 2 hrs.
r

• Spectral apace (histograms, two channel plots)

• Information vs. spectral classes	 *,

• Supervised classification
z	 " Unsupervised classification

• Guided clustering

• Computer systems

• COMPUTER EXERCISE	 5 hrs.

• ID resource information classes

• Select training areas

• Clip data windows from Landsat scene

• Create histograms, determine No. of clusters

• Cluster on each training window

• Create statistics files

• Merge and pool statistics files

• Create final statistics

• Classify - maximum likelihood

• Evaluate classification using U-2 photos

• Refine classification

• WORK BOOK

• Lecture narrative with slide diagrams and imagery

• Exercise instructions and workflow diagrams

• Complete command structure for interactive computer systems

PURPOSE

'{'	 • Understand the philosophy of computer assisted analysis

z	 • Build familiarity with computer systems

F	 * Prepare a user to procees multispectral data on their own

1.1
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Proposed Outline of

Digital Analysis Modulo

I. Lecture Presentation

This section to include a narrative and slide illustrations. The
presentation could be given in a self-paced learning situation.
This presentation will be segmented into blocks of knowledge repre-
sented by steps A-E below. Each of those segments will be presented
as a learning station at Donna's International Training Course in
August. As per Dale's suggestion, we are planning a round robin
workshop at Donna's course with several stations. Explanations, hand-
outs, and graphic displays to be at each station.

A. Philosophical Approach of Computer Processing

1. Spectral Space
a. One dimension - the histogram
b. Two dimensions - the "two channel map"
c. N-Dimensions - hyperspaco

2. Contrast to physical or image space, the philosophy of photo
interpretation.

B. Information classes vs. spectral classes

C. Supervised classification - maximum likelihood

D. Unsupervised classification - clustering

E. Guided clustering

II. Laboratory Exercise

This section to include a written summary of instructions given part-
icipants in the exercise. Slide illustrations will accompany the
material. The section to also include a written summary of the act-
ivities students take, part in during an actual lab exercise. The
EDITOR Software Package is used as an example of an interactive com-
puter system.

A. Introduction to interactive computer systems.

B. Instructions for completing the exercise.

C. Summary of exercise activities.

1. Identify resource information classes
2. Select training areas
3. Cluster resource classes
4. Create statistics files
5. Pool and merge to final statistics
6. Classify
7. Evaluate and refine classification

1.2
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DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF

MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA

Lecture

by L. Fox

Objectives,

After this presentation you should understand;

1. Philosophical differences, computer vs. image interpretation.
2. The concept of spectral space.
3. Difference betweerr Information Class and Spectral Class.
4. Supervised classification.
5. Unsupervised classification.
6. Guided clustering.

Content Summary

Digital analysis is explained using three building blocks of understanding;
spectral space, information classes and spectral classes. Spectral space
is the mathematical space defined by Londsat spectral counts in several
bands. Pixels representing a given type of land cover will tend to cluster
in certain regions of spectral space.

The information class is an important concept as it defines a group of pixels
representing one category which is meaningful to the people classifying
the data. The information classes may b, general (e.g. Forest Lama) or
quite specific (e.g., Deciduous Foro:c)

Spectral classes define pixels which have a similar spectral signature.
They should represent one information class yet each information class may
contain several spectral classes.

A comparative discussion of supervised and unsupervised classification
fellows with all statistical concepts explained graphically. Using the
supervised approach, one seeks to define training areas for each information
class desired. Statistics derived from training areas are used to drive a
maximum liklihood classification.

The unsupervised technique is used to define a specified number of spectral
classes throughout an entire region. Meaningful labels are later attached
to these spectral classes.

Guided clustering allows the analyst to cluster within a training area.
The ppocess attempts to solve the problem of unwanted spectral variation

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
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in the supervised strategy and unknown names of information categories in
the unsupervised strategy.

Understanding Assumed

1. landsat pixels compared to aerial photographs.
2. Image resolution, interrelation with spectral signature.
3. Iandsat digital numbers or spectral counts.
4. Spectral signatures.

Outline of Content

I. Introduction

Computer processing philosophy compared to air-photo interpretation.

II. Spectral Space

A,. Description and comparison to photo products.

it One dimension, the "histogram."
a) cleans
b) Variances

2. Two dimensions, the "two channel plot."
a) Means
b) Variances
c) Covariances

3. Many dimensions, compare to reflectance curve.

III. Information Classes vs. Spectral Classes

A. Ideal Conditions

1. Every information class represented by one spectral class.
2. Every information class represented by more than one spectral

class.

B. Unacceptable Conditions

1. Information cla:.ses not represented by any spectral class.
2. Spectral classes representing more than one information class.

IV. Computer Classification

A. General problem - Subdivide spectral space such that:

1. All spectral classes are separable.
2. All spectral classes represent one information class.
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B. General Procedure

1. Define each spectral class (foil every channel) by:
a) Mean reflectance valno.
b) Variance (Std. dev.2)
c) Covariance matrix - shows attitude of class.

2. Use the classes defined ( called statistics) to classify the
Landsat scone by:
a) Maximum li^Aliheod.
b) Many other decision rules.

V. Supervised Classification

At Approach

1. Select training areas - define information classes.
2. Create statistics files.
3. Maximum liklihood classification.

a) Relate to histogram.
b) Spectral confusion problems.

4. Evaluate results.
5. Iterate if accuracy is poor.

B. When used: resource information classes represented by one spectral
class.

C. Problems:

1. Total spectral variation of information classes is unknown.
2. Several spectral classes may occur within one information class

or training area. No way of knowing this.
3. General concept subdivides spectral space into information classes

not spectral classes.

IV. Unsupervised Classification or Clustering

A. Approached

1. Select number of spectral classes desired.
2. Use clustering routine to establish spectral classes, a final

stat file.
3. Determine the information class associated with each spectral

class defined.

B. When used: resource information classes represented by several
spectral classes.

C. Problems

1. Limits on the number of pixels clustered at one time.
2. Pixels containing two or more information classes are sampled

which may distort statistics.

1.10
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3. Limited control of what classes are created.
4. Concept results in a stat file based on spectral information

only. No concern for what the analyst may want out of the
data.

VIS, Guided Clustering

A. Approach

1. Select training areas - generally define information classes.
2. Create histograms of each training area for every channel.
3. Determine the number of spectral classes present in the infor-

mation class by clustering.
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for every general information class.
5. Combine all classes.
6. Pool similar classes or delete classes as necessary to create

stat file.
7. Maximum liklihood classification.

B. Advantages

1. Control over the clustering process as a limited number of
spectral classes are requested within a training area.

2. Pixels containing many information classes are relegated to
a separate class which can be deleted.

3. Clustering finds spectral variation within information classes.
4. Possible to concentrate on separating information classes which

are similar spectrally.

C. Problems

1. Spectral classes not occuring in training fields are not con-
siderod, causing missclassification.

2. Difficult to establish training areas containing enough pixels
(several spectral classes per training area).
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I14TERACl'IVE COlt)•'UTa SYSTEMS

FOR

DIGITAL ANALYSIS

Lecture

by L. Fox

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF I'G(` t nth ALITY

Objectives

After this prescrtation you uhould understand:

1. Philosophy of interactive processing.
2. Basic componets of systems design.
3. The multi-level program concept.

Content Sumruiry

An introduction to interactive, multi-level computer processing will be given.
Interactive processing; allows the user to communicate with the computer dur-
ing the processinf: sequence. The concluding- analysis steps can be altered
as the results of early processing; beoome known. This flexibility is not
a characteristic of batch processing.

The basic components of an interactive mini-computer system designed to pro-
cess Landsat data include: a central processor, control terminal and a
color television display. The processor performs the logic functions as
per instructions given through the control terminal. The color display allows
one to see how tiie classification will look when color coded and ma}:e changes
as necessary.

T, milti-level concept is fundamental to moot computer c:'rtems processing;
Landsat data. The computer programs are arranged in a hierarchical fashion
to allow for a loGical flow of wort: within the system.

'Jr► derctandin.LAu sumcd

+o specific computer I:nowledF;e required.

Outline of content

I. lntroduction - Philospoply of interactive computers.

A. Batch processin,-.
B. lr.teractive processing.
	 I

ME CALItORNU STATE UNtVI-RWY ANDCOtLF.t;FS
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11. System Components	 a

A. Control terminal.

B. Color CRT/Output terminal.
1. Enhance data.
2. Color code the classification. 	 +

C. Central processor.

D. Memory.

111. Work Flow

A. Among system components.

B. Within a multi-level framework.

*,
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OUTLINE Or COMPUTER LABORATORY SESSION

'I

Processing Sequence - Landsat Digital Analysis by Ken. Mayer

EDITOR Software - Guided Clustering (supervised)

1. Identify resource categories - Delineate on photo's, maps (7)4 min.) and
line printer maps.

2. Select training areas on line printer map and record row and column co-
ordinates. Each person choose one resource category and select 3 - 4
training windows. Each training window must be at least 25 pixels.

3. Clip windows.

4. Create histograms for the training windows and determine the number
of clusters.

5. Cluster each training window.

6. Create statistics files.

7. Pool and merge statistics files.

8. Create final statistics.

9. Classify.

10. Print-out classification.

11. Use photo's and field experience to verify the classification.

12. If necessary, re-train to clean up classification.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
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EDITOR COMMANDS

DOTE: Operator Commundu is CAPITAL letters ar,d underlined.
M
0

STEP

i

2) Record Row/Col coordinaLeb: 	 Rota ,o

(s.) (6) Cc) (A)
/A
I I ^ ^ ^ l y e 5	 ^^

^y

•S

Tro,'-,r\,v) Fitld

3) Clip a Window: 	 ISUB
Input Window File- ''IN.xOODSIDE
(Old Version)
1 ! COORDI I+A'IU

' !;ORTII, 'wE,;T,, SOUTH, :;:,T CR

	

n	 ^^	 n	 n	 ii

(same for each window of that resource type)
CR ('twice )
WRITE -(this writer, the file anc you must name it)

, ! GLUIT -(repeat step:, for each resource type)

Print a Window:	 ! PRINT
Which output Device? T = (terminal)
Input window file= THE RESOURCE WINDOW YOU CLIPPED
See the lit,t of window Y = yea
Which window displayed T-1 	 all) -1
Which channel (1 thru 10	 (and the next run 4)
Global or local Histogram G_
Display Histogram (Y,I, or only) Cl,LY

5) Cluster a Window:	 !RAW
! CLUSTER

^I MOD IFY
Dish: File Name	 EPi`.1.'ER YOU TRAINING WINL)OW hAY1

4! :-UMBER  OF CATEGORIES
Number of Clusters - WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE
41DELTA OR SEPARABILITY 7HRESHOLD
Delta

4 KU1T
3!ORDINARY CLUSTER
Use an imput statistics file (Y OR N) ^ N_
Input window file =THE LAME YOU ENTEJtLD ABOVE

Minimum number of categories nfter mert-in^- (1 to ?)

1. P AGE IS
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STEX

5) con I t	 F1,TEH ONE LESS THAI. YOU ASKED FOR ABOVE
What percent convergence? O.00 --100 1 0)  0000
Enter maximum number of iterations to be performed

AT LEAST 1 , GIVE THE COMPUTER A CW,CE
Want to see statistics? Y or I.) Y

Do you wish to cave? (Y or M) Y IF IT IS GOOD
Output statistica file =DAME IT
Create a categorized window file? (Y or N) N
(repeat for each resource category)

Pool and Merge State: Raw
? ! STAT file editing
Input Stat file= ENTER YOUR 1ST STATE FILE

hedRITE:

Low cat, High cat = 1 space? WHATEVER NUMBER OF CLUSTERS_

^y^tt 
YOU HAVE

00FI„'N

Input Stat file= ENTER YOU NEXT STAT FILE
WWRITE
Low and high cat = REFEAT FOR THIS FILE;
h G&.' F,RATE
Output Stat file= GIVE THESE TWO WINDOWS A NEW NAME
Do you w ,.-,h to continue': Y or N 	 Y_
Input Stat file= EI:TER T19, SAME AS !BOVE
#SEPARABILITY SWAIN FU
Mar,. a thre-hold? Y or Id) Y
Threshold Value^.41)
ItVARiANCE
14'MttiIJS

AIUMBER OF CLUSTERS
li',IRITL (Whatever cateirories you want to save in order)
#POUL twhatever cate l.ories you want to save in order)

,Repeat until you have written ar,d pooled all of the
cite prier,)

/X;XJ;ZRATL
Out.puL Stat fi'.e=ILUC THE FILE.

(repeat for the r,ext Stat, file)
#0FFJJ
lnr;ut Stat file PUT Ta NAME OF THE FILE YOU, JUST CREATED
MITE

ice- tinue on in this mwiner)
hSU E (You tu+ve just created a final statistics file.)

THE CALU ORN11 STATE UNIYI-RSITY AND COLLIAAS
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9) Classify:	 IRAQ!
LASS I FY

Number 	 Channels= 4
31 GAUSSIAN
Enter R for restart CR
Enter increment 63 save CR
Inpuc Stat file = U'TU FINAL S`!'AT FILE
Input Window file = II^TLR THE NAME OF THE WINDOW YOU

WANT TO CLASSIFY
Enter incremer— tt to rint CR

Cat Window file = 1;AgE IT. THIS _WILL BE THE ? NAME: OF
YOUR CLASSIFIED WINDOW

21 SUIT

10) Print Classified

	

Window:	 :PRINT

Which Output device? T
Input window file CAT "SOMETHING"

1 C UIT

STEP

I HECALIICIRN[A STATE: UNIVERSITY ANDCOLI.fGES

1 .1
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TECHNICAL PLAN

LANDSAT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Objectives .............................. I ..... I .... I... 2.1

Introduction ...................... I..................... 2.2

Study Area ............................................. 2.2

Cooperators ............................................ 2.2

Operational Program ..................................... 2.3 - 7

Proposed Schedule ...................................... 2,8

Output Products ........................................ 2.9

Detailed Task Plan ..................................... 2.10 - 14
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To:

1. Delineate landsat forest cover categories for all forested land.
Those categories to correlate with U.S. Forest Service compartment
analysis stratification.

2. Iandeat will also define several spectral categories associated with
general land use and land condition. ^,.'+d use labols be be compatible
with U.S. Forest Service requirements as ;°ar as possible.

3 " Develop tabular summaries, by compartment, of acreages of all categories
defined by Iandsat.

Ii. Derivo point estimates of number of troes/acre, basal area/vcro,
volume/acre Scribner and volume/acre cubic feet using Forest Service
ground plot data and Iandeat classification for a selected number
of Compartments within the District.
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Introduction

National Forest managers are required to develop plan- to harvest
raw materials for the productive use of the forests. In addition, they
are required to plan for the multiple use of forest resources. Marwgors
must protect the forest for future generations by maintaining a sustained
yield of products and services.

Under these stringent requirements, resource use decisions must be
based on valid environmental data. Conventional ground data/air photo
inventory methods provide data of sufficient accuracy, but not within
the time frame needed for wiso long-range planning of forest management
alternatives. The information derived from Iandeat in this project will
be used in place of information now coming from conventional color aerial
photography. The data produced will be used in forest type and land use
classification. The data in each landsat spectral category will be sum-
marized by each compartment (a management unit) within the rangor district.
This data will aid in the selection of resource management opportunities
and therefore enable managers to rationally choose among management options
In line with mandated activities and environmental constraints.

STUDY AREA

The Forest Service would like to study the McCloud Ranger District
u#ng Landeat, as a one year demonstration project. The project will
focus on compiling and analizing data for each compartment (a management
unit) within the District. The geographical location and area of the
demonstration is as follows:

Area	 Location ( lat - lon)
McCloud Ranger District 	

422,300 Ac.	 N 400 52.5 f to 410 37.51

W 121 0 30' to 1220 22.5'

Listing:
1. U.S. Forest Service

McCloud Ranger District
P.O. Drawer I
McCloud, CA 96057
(916) 964-2184

2. Landcat Demonstration Project (NSG-2341)
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
(707) 826-4874

3. NASA Ames Recoarch Center
Mail-Stop 242-4
Moffett Field,, CA 94035
(415) 965-5897

2.2
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Coordination of Tasks:	 ^r

The project will be a cooperative effort between the U.S. Forest
Service, Humboldt State University, and NASA Amos Research Center. The
Forest Service will provide personnel and funding to accomplish the 7and-
oat classification. Humboldt State will provide all initial training and
oriontation to the landoat perspective. Humboldt will provide follow-on
training and consulting in digital processing. NASA will assist in digital
analysis and consulting as needed duc to some equipment limitations at
Humboldt State. NASA will provide Landeat digital data, initial computer
proceasing, registration, cosmetic clean-up, etc., and all final products
required for the project.

Pernonnol-Duration and Level of Commitment:

U.S„ Foroot Service:

Project loader - Don Campbell & Richard Gissibl G man-mos. 1 year
Forest Technician - Alice Forbes 	 120 days	 1 year

Humboldt State University:

Principal Investigator - Lawrence Fox 1/2 time 1 year
Technical Assistant - Ken Mayor 1/2 time 1 year
Management Coordinator - Joseph Webster 1/4 time 1 year

NASA Ames Research Center:

Grant Monitor - Sue Norman 1/8 time 1 year
Technical Manager - Don Crrd 113 time 1 year

Overall Responsibilities:

NASA: Instruction in advanced analysis techniques, technical
assistance, satellite data, other data as necessary, out-
put products.

Humboldt State: Training, instruction, basiv. analysis techniques, technical
assistance, consulting for project design and completion.

Foreot,Sorvice: Actual Landeat digital analysis, digitizing, accumulation
of ground data, evaluation and verification of final report.

OPERATIONAL PROGRAM

Program Objective:

Iandsat Forest Cover and land Condition map by Compartment (USI'S man-
agoment unit)

A. Test Area: Compartments (management units) within McCloud
Ranger District-Shasta National Forest.

B. General Class Detail: Forest Cover and Land condition l vant-
ifiable by Landsat, correlated with existing Forest
Service requirements.

2.3
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C. Scale:

	

	 1:100,000 for the entire district, 1:24,000 for
selected 7Y quad maps.

D. Product:	 Color-coded map with compartment boundaries.

E. Summaries: Acreage summaries per Landsat category of the
Ranger District. Estimates of the no. of trees,
basal area, and volume per acre per category by
selected compartments.

F. Landsat Data: August 29, 1976 (initial classification),
August 1, 1978 (final product generation).

Data Needs:

NASA:

1. Iandsat Data:

Date: August 29, 197_ (initial classification)
August 01, 1978

Scene,//: 5498-17305 (Aug. 29, 1976)
Scene//: 30149-18111(Aug. 1, 1978)

2. Black & white enlargement of scene in //1 (Aug. 29, 1976)
11 :500,000 (or larger).

3. Photography: Color IR of McCloud district - Aug. 2, 1978.
(U-2)
Natural color of McCloud district - Aug. 2, 1978•
(U-2)

4. Line printer putput as required for analysis.

Forest Service:
1. Provide map bases - 1:24,000 or available base. (Mylar)
2. Cluster./plot volume estimates on completed compartments.

3. All ground data collected on compartments and district,
including geographical location of all cluster plots.

4. U-2 optical bar photography - Aug/Sept. 1978.

Program Approach:

The project will approach the processing of landsat data for the McCloud
Ranger District in two phases. The first phase will identify vegetation
and land use/condition data for two selected compartments with similar
forest cover. statistics will be developed using the portable terminal
available at HSU for each category identified by Lnndsat. These files will
be used to classify the Iandsat data for the two compartments.

Phase two will expand the initial classification statistics files for
the remaining compartments. New statistics files will be developed for:
1.) New categories encountered, 2.) geographical variation in spectral
signature, and 3.) Spuctrai variation within existing classes. Signature
extension will. be used when possible in new compartments of similar com--

2.4
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position.	 In this way each statistics file for each category classified
will be added until all spectral signatures can be assigned to a category.

Phase I Analysis:

Two compartments, with similar forest cover will be selected for initial
analysis.	 The Forest Service (FS) will provide map bases that identify the
geographical location of these compartments within the District. 	 The FS
will supply all available cluster plot locations and volume estimates for
these pilot aroas:

c

The FS technician will begin transferring current stand type information
from photos (USFS) to cebiachrome 732 minute quad sheets.	 These polygons
will be used as training fields for initial classification. 	 Training
fields for resource types not found on photos but known to exist in the
District will also be delineated.

This information will be digitized into the Landsat data matrix to
develop training statistics files for the final classification.

Responsibilities:

1. Choose two compartments for preliminary training/classification-
USFS/HSU.

2. Create a Raw Data Window,August 29, 1976,, landsat scene and pro-
duce line printer maps of bands 5 (2) and 7 (4) NASA.

3. Develop an ILLIAC unsupervised classification of Raw Data Window
NASA.

4. Provide black and white enlargement, at 1:250,000, of August 29,
1976 Iandsat scene.

5. Transfer training field information to 732 minute quads. USFS.
6. Develop calibration file for August, 1976 data. IISU/NASA.
7. Digitize training fields and compartments. HSU/NASA.
S. Editor processing to develop statistics files on training field.

USFS/Hsu.•
9. Run a supervised classification on the two fields. USFS/HSU.
10. Extend supervised classification to compartments of similar com-

pohition. USFS/HSU.
11. Verify initial supervised classification. USFS/HSU.

Phase I Classification:

The following categories are expected within the pilot study areas,
Each of these classes will be labeled and correlated as closely as pos-
sible to existing FS labels and sampling scheme.

_._	
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• . our, • % cutc r,r

PONDEI"A PINE

MIXED CON] FER

Red fir
White fir
Incense Cedar
DouglaB fir
Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine
Knobcone pine

LDIXIEPOLE PI14E

RED FIR

1
Stockin,v Level

Gord

Poor

Good

Poor

Good

Poor

Good

Poor

2
Si:;e Class

large
Small

Large
Small

large
Small

large
Small

large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

Urge
Small

lijjwl ,a t Lube 1 ,

PUL
PGS

PPL
PPS

MG L

MS

MPL
MPS

W L
WAS

LPL

LPS

FiG L

RGS

RPL

RPS

s,

PLANTATION
	

PL
(6everal ntagec of early cuccescion)

t•SARGINAL COMPONk:PJ'I'
	

M

Meadows
Akre roil
1rivaL;

WATER
	

WA

^(iood stocking i::3140% crortn closure
Poor :;to(-k-inr, i:; <4o% crown clorury

-,
Large tree:, arc 3: 1+ ft. in crown diameter
Small tree: acre 6 ; 11 4 i'L. in crown diameter

Phase II Anal.y: i:..

Phase II Atirc]y:. i:: will repeat tho.;e step: outlined under Phase I. Ad-
ditional otati:;ticul analycio for new resource category identification will
be added until all r;pectral :signature.,, have been claccified.
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Sampling Design:	
i r

The landeat data will cover the entire Ranger District. The forest
cover and land use inventory will be a 100 per cent inventory of the Disc
trict with a sampling unit size of approximately one acre, a Iandsat pix-
el;

Certain forest stand parameters(troes per acre, basal area per aero,
and volmne per acre) will be derived from existing Forest Service cluster
plot data for each landsat category. The,cluster plots will be assigned
to the particular Iandsat category(or strata) they occur in. This design
will assure a stratified cluster sampling design with random starts since
the ground plot starting points have already been located by the Forest
Service independently from any Iandsat stratification. Statistical ana-
lysis will provide poinb estimates and 95% confidence intervals for all
forest stand parameters.

The Forest Service will tally all ground plots occurring in each
Iandeat strata for the limited number of compartments chosen for this ex-
tended analysis. These plots will be submitted to the Humboldt State Pro-
ject Office for all statistical calculations. Humboldt Personnel will
work with the Forest Service to properly tabulate and document this step.
NASA Personnel are requested to provide consulting for statistical pro-
cedurea.

Evaluation Procedures:

The Iandeat classification will be evaluated using a three stage
cluster sample with random starts. 1:120,000,U-2 color,infrared and col-
or photography will be used in conjunction with 1:15,840 Forest Service
photography to provide a standard for evaluating Iandsat accuracy. Point
estimates for errors of omission and commission, with lower error bounds
for omission at 95% confidence, will be spenified. The accuracy will be
evaluated on a pixel by pixel basis with ea..a cluster used to estimate
the proportion of correctly classified pixels.
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1. (a) Three (3) color photo prints (32" x 32 11 ) of the final. forest cover
classification of the McCloud Ranger District, including compartment
and ownership boundaries, at 1:100,000. Annotation to be added
prior to development.

('b) Threo(3) color photo prints (32 11 x 32 11 ) of the final, land use/con-
dition classification of the McCloud Ranger District, including
compartment and ownership boundaries, at 1:100,000. Annotation to
be added prior to development,

2. Six photo prints(18" x 24" scaled to match 1:24,000 cebiachrome quad
sheets) of the final Iandeat forest cover classification with compart-
ment and ownership boundaries for selected '?Y2 minute quads provided by
the forest Service ( area of coverage to be selected by US Forest Ser-
vice).

3. Fourteen 8" $ 10" photo reproductions of each photo product in number
"1" above,
Fourteen 8" x 10" photo reproductions of one of the six prints in num-
ber two above.

4. Line printer maps (gray level maps for each Iandeat Channel and unsup-
ervised classification) of the McCloud Ranger District, three copies.

5. Statistical summary tables, acreage by class, for each compartment,
three copies.

6. Master negatives for all photo products in 1 and 2 above.

7. 35 mm slides and overhead projector transparencies of photo products
in 1 and 2 above.

Y
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APPENDIX 3

COST SUMMARY

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE and HSU/McINTIRE-STENNIS

LANDSAT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

(Actual Project completed under
NSO-2244, Cost Summary completed
under current grant NSG-2341)
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i'ABIL I

COST

SOURCE OF IINDS TOTAL US11WS his 
PROGRAM YRVJICT McINTIRE-STENNIP

NASA 516,500.0(; 5 8,250.00 $ 8,2`x.00

HQU/NSG-2244 21, 408.00 10,'Jo4.0o 10, 7o4.o0

W;U/14ciM2lRE-:;'11;NNIS 5,200.00 -0- 5,200.00

US FISH & WILDLIFE: SER. 3,900.00 3,900.00 -0-

!'O7'ALi 14';',00b.Cx $,,2,854.00 $24,154.U0,

COST PER ACRE

139,500 a. HOOPA SQUARE,
KIAMATH STRII .337' .164 -0-

83,975 a. HOOPA	 QUARK; .560 -O- .288

223,4;5 a. HOOPA SQUARE,
KIJLMA'I'H STRIP
I30'1'H PROGRAM.` .210

'dollEaro per acre



AI Y PENDIX 4

STAT12*= OF ACCURACY

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

IA NDSAT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

(Actual Project completed under
NS4-2244, Accuracy Evaluation
completed under current grant
NSG 341)
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Table 5• Error of Commission

Category

Mean Probabi li ..
of Correct

Classification

C luster
Sample Size

(# of clusters)

Conifer 0.976 15

Mixed 0.974 18

Hardwoods 0.914 7

>80% CCa Brush 0.670 15

6o% CC 0.884 8

506 CG 0.858 20

4o% CC 0.971 9

30% CC 0.884 8

20% CC 0.913 11

410% CC o . 804 11

Water 0.833 4

Overall 0.914 30

a CC - Crown Closure
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